CHECK THIS OUT!
I found a way to make our fantasy football
league even more awesome.

This one is about Scoring...
It's the Tiered PPR rule

HERE'S A
QUICK
RUNDOWN:

Players score bonus PPR points based on the
yardage of each reception, broken into tiers.
League owners vote on the number of tiers and
point bonus amounts for each tier.
Incentivize long yardage plays over check downs

MORE ABOUT THIS RULE

In this format, the first thing to consider is how many reception tiers you want and at
what yardage ranges they should encompass. These can be as simple as an extra full
point bonus for crossing each 10-yard tier or, you could split it out to award only
fractional points in the smaller tiers. We suggest using a scoring system that
disincentivizes easy short dump offs that get gobbled up at the line of scrimmage but
rewards long ball plays. That would look something like this:
Receptions of 0 - 4 yards = 0.25pt bonus; 5 - 9 yards = 0.5pt bonus; 10 - 19 = 0.75pt
bonus; 20 - 29 = 1pt bonus; 30 - 39 = 1.25pt bonus; 40+ = 1.5pt bonus

For detailed instructions on
this and tons of other unique
ways to play fantasy football,
check out our library of rules
and regulations at

It iYou could apply these points in addition to your normal full point or half point PPR
scoring such that a 4 yard catch equals 1 standard PPR point plus a 0.25 Tiered PPR
bonus (plus whatever individual yardage scoring you have in place). Or, you can
eliminate your standard PPR format altogether in favor of this fractional structure.

Life is too short for
boring fantasy football.
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